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If you decide to learn the Italian language, you will need to start by learning that it is the alphabet. When you have countless other useful languages to choose why you would choose Italian - a language spoken by about 59 million people, compared to, say, Mandarin's 935 million Despite the fact that
every day more and more Italians learn English, there is still a huge challenge to learn la bella lingua. Many people feel attracted to Italian because it's part of their ancestors, and learning Italian can be a great tool to use as you dig deeper into your family history. While you can do a lot of research in
English, actually visiting your great-great-great-great-great-great-son hometown in Naples will require more than just a list of survival phrases to actually get a feel for the locals and hear stories about what the city was like when it was alive. What's more, being able to understand and tell stories to your
living family members will add depth and richness to your relationships. The Italian alphabet (l'alfabeto) contains 21 letters: Letters / Letter names ab bic cid die ef effeg gih accai il ellem emmen enneo op piq cur erres esset tiu uv vuz zeta The following five letters are found in foreign words: Letters / Letter
names i lungok kappaw doppia vux icsy ipsilon focus on the basics. Study Italian ABC and Italian numbers, learn to pronounce Italian words and ask questions in Italian, and dust off the euro (after all, you'll have to reach into your portafoglio-wallet-eventually). However, the fastest and most effective way
to learn Italian is a total-immersion method. This means travelling to Italy for an extended period of time, studying at any of the thousands of language schools across the country, and speaking only Italian. Many programs include a home-stay component that enhances cultural exchange. You literally go,
breathe and dream Italian. Whether it's reading an Italian textbook, taking a language course at a university or local language school, completing a workbook workout, listening to tapes or CDs, or chatting with a native Italian speaker. Spend some time every day reading, writing, speaking and listening to
Italian to get used to the target language. Slowly but surely, your confidence will build, your accent will become less pronounced, your vocabulary will expand, and you will communicate in Italian. Maybe you even start speaking Italian with your hands! Learning any foreign language always starts with the
alphabet. So here's a quick video on the Italian alphabet from A to Z, where we also combine each letter with one of the most famous Italian cities! This is a great way to quickly memorize the alphabet and take the first steps in the Italian language. Haven't you done it yet? Follow us on YouTube,
Facebook, Instagram and Twitter! The Italian alphabet of italy alphabet consists of 5 vo vo vo vo vouches, 16 Italian conpromps and 5 Consonants. Vo vo vo vo vo vo vox codes are: A – E – I – O – U Italian conprompters are: B – C – D – F – G – H – L – M – N – P – Q – R – S – T – V – Z Foreign
conprompters are: J – K – W – X – Y Here are all the letters of the Italian alphabetsy in order (we linked each letter called beautiful Italian city - this way you can get some spelling practice too!): Ancona Bologna Cagliari Domodossola Enna Firenze Genova Hotel Isernia Livorno Milano Naples Ostuni
Palermo Quarto Roma (capital of Italy!) Sassari Torino Urbino Venezia Zagarolo Note: 5 foreign connotions are used only in foreign words ... therefore, there are no Italian cities starting with foreign conprompts! Here are some foreign words that we use as-is in Italian: Jeans, Ketchup, Wurstel, Xbox,
Yogurt Now you know the alphabet! Time to move on to learning the numbers! Or... Go here and discover all our lessons! Leave us a comment if you have any doubts or if you want to tell us what you think about this lesson! Most letters in the Italian alphabet are the same as English letters, although they
have a different pronunciation. In Italian, we do not have words with the letters k (cappa), w (vi/vu doppia), x (ics), y (i greca) and j (i lunga), but we use them in foreign and borrowed words. A good way to start practicing is to pronounce individual letters before moving on to reading whole words. Ci /k/ or /t
啦/ as CESTINO E /e/ or /啦/ as ELEFANTE Gi /y/ or /d啦/ as GESSO I /i/ or /j/ as INSEGNANTE O /o/ or /с/ as OROLOGIO Esse /s/ or /z/ as SCUOLA Zeta /ts/ or /dz/ as ZAINO With the letters C and G, the sound may vary depending on the voca vocada, which follows a soft sound ING /ʧ/ as PRICE –
GE /ʤ ʧ GELATOCI as CIAO - GI as GIRAFFApronged soundca / k / like CASA - GA / g / as GALLERIA CO as COLORE - GO as GONNACU as CUORE - GU as GUANTOCHE as AMICHE - GHE as GHEPARDOCHI as CHILO - GHI as GHIACCIOFor GN sound / y / just remember gnocchi Viva gli
gnocchi! GLI sound /3/ as aglio, foglia, luglioAs for letters E, O, S, Their pronunciation depends on the Italian regional accent for /e/ and /1/; o for /o/ and /啦/; s, for /s/ or /z/; z , for /ts/ or /dz/; The letter h is silent in Italian, we do not udd it and usually distinguishes between two homophone words, for
example, the noun anno means year, and the third pluralistic person avere (have) is hanno; or simple preposition and differs from a third person singular avere (ha). With sound can be soft or rough / z / when: (SONORA is when the sound vibrates, if you put your fingers on the neck you can feel, that
vibrates) when: It is between 2 vo voxous sounds for example in ROSA, VISO, CHIESA, USO, when it is followed by loud conpromps b, d, g, l, m, n, r, in for example SBATTERE, SMETTERE, SGRIDARESound S is soft /s/ (SORDA)at the beginning of the word, when the vo vox is followed, for example,
by SOLE, when the double ROSSO is, the end of the word BUS, when followed by a rough conprompter such as SCUOLA CASCO, when it comes after the conproumpter FALSO PENSOS and Z, the sound may be stressed or unpressed when the conprompter is between vocaration or at the beginning of
the word; but pronunciation varies greatly depending on the region in Italy (softer in the south, harder in the north). Practice some basic phrasesUaling a few basic phrases will help you get a little more familiar with the Italian language. Basic Italian phrasebuongiorno (Good morning)Buona sera (Good
evening)Buona notte (Good night)Ciao (Hello / Hi / Bye)Come stai? (How are you?) One hundred ben. (I'm fine) Scusi / Scusa (Sorry [formal / informal])Mi dispiace (I'm sorry) Per favore / Per piacere (Please)Si, No (Yes, no)Grazie (Thank you)Prego (You are welcome)Buona giornata (Nice
day)Arrivederci (Goodbye)Italian phrases for meeting and GreetingCome ti chiami? (What's your name?) Mi chiamo Martin. (My name is Martin) Piacere (Nice to meet you)Come stai? (How are you?) Parli inglese? (Do you speak English?) Mi dispiace, ma non parlo bene l'italiano. (I'm sorry, I do not know
Italian very well) Non capisco (do not understand) Può mature per favore? (Excuse me, can you repeat, please?) Può parlare lentamente? (Could you speak slowly?) Cosa significa...? (What does that mean..?) Come get the dice..? (How can I say...) Do you want to start learning Italian yourself? You can
start studying Italian yourself with textbooks or using other educational resources such as the app. An easy way to learn quickly is to tag items in your house with the appropriate Italian words and pronounce them out loud when you see them. Watch Italian movies and listen to Italian songs on YouTube
with subtitles; you don't have to understand every word, instead focus only on the general meaning of phrases. If you want to study new words, try to find words that are similar to words in your own language or in other languages you may know, but as always keep an eye on fake friends. There is no
unique or best way to learn a language; When you study yourself just to find your own, the main thing is to get it, so find topics that interest you, enjoyable materials, watch shows you love, or listen to podcasts and songs you like, of course... in Italian! Come to Italy and take italian classesStudy Italian in
Italy: if you want to become fluent in Italian, the best thing to do is come to Italy and study language and culture here, for as long as you can. Spend time with other students or with people who speak Italian: talking to people is the best way to improve your language skills; You should try and set your goal
of just speaking Italian for an hour or so. Inevitably you will meet English speaking students, but try to speak only Italian and avoid English, even if it's hard at first. With enough time and practice you will be able to speak fluently! Take a look Italian media: media immersion is a good way to continue
improving your skills, skills, this will help you gain a deeper understanding of the Italian language as you can learn more about its culture and traditions. What can you find in our newsletter?  access to many digital resources to learn Italian while having fun; such as movies, TV series, songs, podcasts,
and so on   find out how best to get the most out of your experience studying The Italian language;  ♀ ️ be informed when we organize free lessons such as Elisabetta, which are already available on YouTube and Facebook;  know Florence and Tuscany as locals or those who live there;  discover
our various Italian courses (online or on site in Florence) along with our learning holidays;  be heard about our offers first. Offers.
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